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Introduction
The intelligent power grids utilize enhanced information and communication technology (ICT). The
interactions between electric power systems and ICT provide more flexibility and convenience but
also increase the complexity. For instance, cyber security vulnerabilities within the ICT infrastructure
may allow attackers to manipulate the physical system, communication network or software
applications, impacting on power system reliability and even causing cascading outages. To
understand the interdependency, co‐simulation gives a solution to research on cyber security issues
in intelligent power grids by integrating simulators in each domain. Within a co‐simulation
framework, security tests could be done by simulate certain kinds of attack scenarios.
Research Undertaken
During this research exchange, some work has been done based on the co‐simulation framework
MOSAIK developed in OFFIS. First, the co‐simulation framework MOSAIK is studied and trained from
several aspects, such as the MOSAIK API (how it communicates with a simulator), scenario definition
(how to create specific scenario in pow grids), time scheduling (synchronization of simulators), and
simulation master/manager (handing the simulator processes). With the learning process, some
experiments are done following the training courses and tutorial given by OFFIS.
After having a better knowledge of MOSAIK, the scenario is built, i.e., studying adversarial
actions/attacks on voltage control of interconnected micro‐grids using the co‐simulation framework
MOSAIK. This scenario comes from the paper “Voltage control for interconnected micro‐grids under
adversarial actions” by André etc. In this scenario, each micro‐grid is abstracted as a power inverter
that can be controlled to regulate its voltage magnitude and phase‐angle independently. Each power
inverter is modelled as a single integrator, whose input is given by a voltage droop‐control policy that
is computed based on voltage magnitude and reactive power injection measurements. See Fig. 1
from this paper.

Fig. 1. Interconnected micro‐grids model from the paper
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With this interconn
nected micro
o‐grids moddel, the attaack scenario
o is defined,, i.e., the adversary
a
corruptss reference signals receivved by the vooltage droop
p controllers.. To study thhe potential impact
i
of
this scen
nario, MOSA
AIK is used to
o simulate thhe power grid, attack behaviour. Thiss simulation can help
to identify high riskk attack scen
nario. For thhe simulation, each mod
del of the m
micro‐grid, co
ontroller,
attackerr is implemen
nted in Python. Besides,, the API for each model to connect with MOSAIK is built
under th
he MOSAIK framework. It should be noted that this
t models can
c also be bbuilt in other tools or
simulato
ors, and now
w MOSAIK sup
pports well w
with Python API and Java
a API.
In the simulation, th
he reference voltage for each micro‐grid is corrupted by the adversary. There
T
are
o scenario, and the refeerence voltage is injected
d with false data individu
ually. Fig.
four miccro‐grids in our
2 to Fig. 5 shows thee results of vo
oltage variattion for each attack scenarios.

FFig. 2. Simulaation results when attackker corrupts the referencce voltage off micro‐grid 1.
1

FFig. 3. Simulaation results when attackker corrupts the referencce voltage off micro‐grid 2.
2

FFig. 4. Simulaation results when attackker corrupts the referencce voltage off micro‐grid 3.
3
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FFig. 5. Simulaation results when attackker corrupts the referencce voltage off micro‐grid 3.
3
From thee simulation, we can see
e that the coorruption of reference vo
oltage will leaad to the variation in
the voltaage. This varriation is bigg when the ccorrespondin
ng reference
e is corrupte d for this micro‐grid.
The neigghbouring micro‐grid is im
mpacted alsoo due to the interconnecctivity naturee of the powe
er grid.

Personaal Experiencce
From the work with
h MOSAIK, th
his co‐simulaation platforrm suits for large scena rio. The scalability is
s
definition can bbe easily implemented in MOSAIK, which mean
ns that it
well satiisfied. The scenario
supportss the simulaation of controls and appplications in intelligentt power gridd. Now, MO
OSAIK has
developeed APIs for a certain number of sim
mulators (e.g., Pypower, PowerFactorry, OpalRT). APIs can
be also ccustomized for
f other sim
mulators undder MOSAIK framework. It would be better if the
e APIs for
the netw
work simulators in ICT do
omain will bee provided in
n the future development
d
t.

Conclussions
Thanks tto the suppo
ort from DAA
AD, the exchhange with OFFIS
O
in University of Olldenburg wo
orks well.
During tthe exchange, the co‐sim
mulation fraamework MO
OSAIK is stu
udied. It turnns out to be
e a good
platform
m for large scale
s
power system andd different kinds
k
of scen
narios in inteelligent pow
wer grids.
Then the scenario is defined frrom a publisshed paper. Each mode
el in this sceenario in bu
uilt under
MOSAIK framework.. Finally the simulation rresults are obtained
o
und
der the attacck scenarioss, proving
the effecctiveness of using co‐sim
mulation and advantages of MOSAIK

Outlookk
o Possible further
f
excha
ange for devvelopment an
nd employment of MOSA
AIK in co‐sim
mulation
o
of power sysstem and ICT
T.
o Other posssible researrch topic, e.gg., real‐time co‐simulatio
c
n using MOSSAIK and RTD
DS,
vvulnerabilityy assessmentt of power grrids to attackks using simu
ulation platfoorm.

